Securely Accelerate Digital Transformation With NTT Ltd. and Splunk

Together, NTT Ltd. and Splunk help organizations achieve business outcomes through intelligent technology solutions that accelerate growth and digital transformation efforts while ensuring cyber-resiliency and security. NTT Ltd. delivers integrated technology and business solutions with customized security products bundled with Splunk. With the backing of NTT Group, technology and business solution provider, NTT Ltd. can also access other global business units to help customers deliver transformative results.

Joint solution offerings

Security Operations Center as a Service
Security Operations Center-as-a-Service (SOCaaS) integrates innovative security products with proven processes and highly skilled staff, increasing visibility into the network, speeding up alert response and resolution times, and providing proactive risk modeling and risk mitigation.

- Blend log monitoring and advanced network forensics with live business data to produce intelligence about today’s vulnerabilities and tomorrow’s threats
- Improve risk modeling and management capabilities, based on a clear understanding of the internal and external threat landscape

Threat detection
Protect your business integrity with advanced threat intelligence, detection and response services. Defend against malicious threats and activity that can bypass traditional security measures.

- Advanced analytics capabilities, including machine learning and threat behavior modeling, enable detection of potential security threats that may evade standard forms of detection
- SOC security analysts with tailored analyst workbench
- Deeper incident investigation and validation through expert analysis with all the information at their fingertips
- Event-based threat hunting

Security Operations Maturity Review
Gain detailed insights into your existing security operations — including the review of a business’s overall cybersecurity monitoring, incident response capabilities and provisioning of a phased plan to help improve their ability to detect, defend and recover from cyber-attacks.

- Reduction in cybersecurity risk through improvements to your security posture
- Transparency between business outcomes and technology controls
- Achievement of your governance, risk and regulatory compliance requirements
- A strategic and clearly crafted cybersecurity architecture
- A solid foundation to develop and adapt to the fast-changing technology environment in a safe and secure manner
- Linkage between business opportunities and business risks to make more informed and intelligence decisions

SOC Policy and Process Design
Security Operation Centre (SOC) through policy, processes and procedures that develop and enhance the operational design of your SOC.

- Security processes and procedures aligned to your specific security needs
- Standardization and structured SOC processes so incidents can be handled faster and in a repeatable fashion to improve team efficiencies
• Upskilling of your security team through clear process documentation
• Robust processes and procedures to enable auditing and accreditation
• Reduced business overhead by leveraging the benefits of the expertise NTT Ltd. security team to streamline costs and operations

Value Pillars

Custom solutions designed for best market fit
• Security packages designed to help customers detect and respond to threats more quickly and consistently

Global security powerhouse
• A newly formed consolidated company recognized as a global market leader with six global Security Operations Centers (SOCs) and seven R&D centers

Accelerate innovation
• Global technology services company with 2,000 cybersecurity experts, 500+ Splunk accreditations and certifications and more than 300 dedicated security consultants to be trusted security advisors

For more information about solutions provided by the NTT Ltd. and Splunk partnership please contact us at www.splunk.com/ntt or NTTSales@splunk.com.

PARTNER BRIEF

2020 Global Alliance Partner of the Year: NTT Ltd.

192 individuals and 548 credentials in NTT Splunk Headcount
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